
EDGE T5600*
High performance 
eyewear. Unique 
patented lens change
system. Supplied with
hockey and sports side
arms. These spectacles
can also be printed
with a logo!

OG T1100 SERIES
An economical solution for limited-use situations. Injection molded
polycarbonate lens and temples. Absorbs more than 99.9% of harmful
UV light. They provide a wide viewing field and fit over most
prescription eyewear.

N180 SLIMLINE T1300 SERIES*
Next generation ultra lightweight wrap around safety spectacle with
soft touch temple-ends. Lenses are protected by North’s exclusive 
4A coating. Available with clear, smoke, amber lens and in/outdoor.

SN
Simple nylon safety
spectacles that have
been a good seller for
many years. Available
with clear or green
lenses.

art. no. description
907002 clear polycarbonate lenses 

907005 green polycarbonate lenses 

art. no. description
906700 clear lens

906701 smoke lens 

906702 amber lens

906706 in/outdoor lens

art. no. description
906500 clear polycarbonate lens

art. no. description
906400 clear lens

906401 smoke lens

906402 amber lens

art. no. description
908100 black frame, clear lens

908131 grey frame, smoke lens 

908105 blue frame, mirror lens

art. no. description
908201 black frame, smoke lens 

908202 black frame, amber lens

ILLUSION T1500 SERIES
Stylish, low profile, lens design with excellent wrap around protection.
Lenses are anti-scratch, and 99.9% anti-UV.

TORNADO T5700*
Safety spectacles with attitude! Perfect modern eye protection with
polycarbonate scratch-proof lenses and curved adjustable side arms.
Available with smoke, clear or mirror lenses.

TORNADO T5800*
Sports safety spectacles with attitude!  Perfect modern eye protection
with polycarbonate scratch-proof lenses and sports side arms.
Available with smoke, or amber lenses.

Eye protection EN166

SPECTACLES
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Spectacles marked with * incorporate North’s high
performance 4A-coating: anti-mist, anti-scratch,
anti-UV and anti-static.

* = 4A-COATING

art. no. description
908300 clear lens/grey frame 

908310 clear lens/blue frame 

908301 smoke lens/grey frame 

908304 amber lens/grey frame 

NEW
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